For simulating the shock wave with high peak force in a short duration, a novel variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator was developed, and it was used for simulating the cannon recoil motion. The working principle of this simulator was explained with the assistance of established mathematical model and the flow behavior in damping channel was analyzed. The shock wave characteristics curves were obtained by using the numerical computation method. The results showed that the shock wave characteristics were directly related to the sectional area of the damping channel and the damping fluid medium characteristic; the shock wave curve can be simulated by adjusting the variable damping parameters. The computational results agreed well with the theory analysis, which meant that the proposed mathematical model can be used for supplying theoretical references for the cannon recoil motion in artillery fire shock simulation test.
Introduction
Since the 1950s, equivalent reliable artillery simulation test method had been initially developed, for example, a shock simulation tester equipped with a hydraulic shock cylinder was explored by US researchers [1, 2] . The typical experimental methods of simulating the shock also included gas guns, resonant fixtures, drop towers, and Hopkinson/Kolsky bars [3] [4] [5] [6] , and the blast simulator had proven to be effective in simulating the shock load [7] . Because of the high peak acceleration and short pulse duration, it was hard to obtain the shock levels experienced by various defense-related structure and mechanical components in practice. However, hydraulic actuators were reported in simulating the explosion shock in previous literatures, and the system used hydraulic actuators to fire a piston mounted with various impact materials at high velocity; the results showed that this shock simulator had proven to be effective for simulating explosive shock force [8] [9] [10] . The distribution of blast-like pressures had been studied using the shock simulator in University of California, and the bladder material, use of baffles, and strapping ways were varied along with the input parameters such as shock velocity and shock mass geometry [11] . Freidenberg A and Lee C W. investigated the impact response of elastomer materials and the response was used to induce impulsive load like shock load [12] . The shock simulator in University of California, San Diego, was an appropriate tool for developing full-scale test of shock effects on the structures or the mechanical components, and this shock simulator used high velocity hydraulic actuators to impact the designed modules towards the specimen [13] .
As the fast development of computational simulation, numerical simulation was gradually introduced in fire shock simulation tester. Based on the theory of classical internal ballistics and systematic dynamic, numerical simulation model of the artillery recoil system simulator was built by Yao et al. [14] . Considering structure parameters and the load conditions of DS-II artillery recoil system, the further optimization model was developed by Xu et al. [15] . For investigating the stereotype of ground artillery tester, a virtual recoil tester was developed by Di and Liu using MSC. ADAMS. Applying homogeneous experiment design, the simulation of dynamic recoil process was achieved and influence of shock parameters was studied using the software Matlab [16, 17] . The constitutive models and optimization design of the rubber wave simulators were built by Yang et al. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . The reports showed that the method using a mass block with high speed impacting cannon muzzle to simulate cannon firing process was proved to be a feasible recoil simulation test method [23, 24] . It was obvious that shock simulation tests and the simulation method were necessary in various fields from previous literatures, and the shock wave simulator played an important role in energy transferring and conversion. And in hydraulic shock simulator, shock wave characteristics were analyzed by Jiao and Wang using shock test machine, including the influence of the annular gap, the diameter of the orifice pore, and shock wave under different velocities [25] . Shock simulator models evaluation and nonexhaustive overview of shock simulator models were presented by Stefaan Duym and Randy Stiens [26] . Hydraulic shock simulator valve behavior was analyzed by Shams M and Ebrahimi R using the method of CFD-FEA [27] . The mathematical model of fluid viscous shock simulator used in the shock test was derived by Jia and Du [28] . Considering a simple annular orifice, a new model for nonlinear viscous fluid dampers used in the shock or damper fields was proposed by Hou C Y and its fluid dynamics behavior and shear-thinning effects were analyzed [29] [30] [31] . Accounting for effects of shear-thinning and viscoelasticity, the scholars A Syrakos, Y Dimakopoulos, and J Tsamopoulos used different rheological models to describe the behavior of the fluid, which revealed that the damper behavior was related to the fluid rheology. In addition, and full two-dimensional (axisymmetric) simulations of the flow in a damper were also performed which models the fluid employing a viscoelastic constitutive equation [32] .
Therefore, the shock wave characteristics of novel shock wave simulator used in the simulation of the cannon recoil motion were discussed in this paper. The working principle of this simulator was explained, the mathematical model was established, and the flow behavior in damping channel was analyzed. In additions, the serious shock wave curves were simulated by adjusting the fluid damping parameters and the shock velocity as well as the tested mass.
Shock Principle and Structure Description
. . Shock Principle. Based on the working principle of the live firing muzzle shock test, the breech force that acts on the breech axis in live firing is an active force that drives the cannon recoil motion, which reaches 10 7 , and the whole process just requires (5-11) ; this process belongs to an instant strong shock. The sketch of the cannon force analysis is shown in Figure 1 .
For the cannon, the force balance equation is simply written as
where c is the mass of cannon recoil parts; 1 is the recoil displacement; is the recoil time; is the breech force; r is the recoil resistance. In a shock simulation test, an active force that drives artillery recoil motion is generated by the mass block impacting the cannon muzzle under a high velocity. 
where is the shock force; the alternative model of breech force, that the shock force replaces the breech force , plays a similar explosive and promoting role for propellant burning. Therefore, for making the shock simulation test be of higher precision, we need to design suitable shock parameters and structure forms to ensure the equivalence between the shock force and the breech force. Therefore, for making sure that dynamic behavior of the cannon shock simulation test can be similar to the live firing, similar simulation method is chosen, which could generate instant strong shock effect.
The elastic material such as the rubber pads was used as the convenient shock wave simulator, which has three disadvantages. Firstly, the shock mass or shock severity was limited due to the strength of the simulator, and it cannot satisfy all the requirements of modern aero, military, and marine industries. Figure 2 showed the shock simulation tester with a rubber shock simulator; secondly, the reproduction depended on the characteristic of the shock simulator. Because the permanent deformation usually occurred after several impacts, the shock wave form cannot repeat accurately; thirdly, the conventional shock simulation test table can only generate regular shock wave which was usually true in the buffer or damper systems, but in the shock environment, which presented high shock force, short shock time and steep shape.
Shock and restoration process is described as Figure 3 . The shock wave simulator is accelerated by the velocity generator and then impacts the cannon muzzle, after a shock process is finished, the shock wave simulator restates. After the above steps, a shock test is finished, repeating the above process to carry on many experiments. In a shock simulation test, the shock wave simulator is a key component which played an important role of the shock energy transfer and conversion.
The traditional rubber shock simulator is usually used for the regular shock wave reappearance such as a halfsine shock wave. However, the practical cannon shock force wave that simulates the breech force has the characteristic of steep prepeak and gentle postpeak relatively (dotted line shown as in Figure 12) ; the traditional rubber wave simulator is not fit for the simulation. However, the hydraulic shock wave simulator can also be developed to be a shock wave programmer, and because the kinetic energy can be absorbed simultaneously, the input velocity can go to zero in the end. Besides, by adjusting the fluid damping passage, the shock wave characteristic can be regulated, and the effects of structure parameters and shock parameters on dynamics and behavior have drawn attentions for hydraulic shock wave simulator. Therefore, for simulating the practical shock force wave, a new idea about variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator is proposed based on the hydraulic buffering technology.
. . Structure Description. The shock simulation system adopts the momentum transfer principle, a shock wave simulator with a certain velocity transfers the momentum into the cannon barrel during the shock process, and the large shock force is formed on the cannon barrel; in addition, the various shock force wave can be achieved by adjusting the damping and rigidity of the shock wave simulator. The structure sketch of the high-power hydraulic shock wave simulator is shown as Figure 4 ; the hydraulic oil is filled in the shock wave simulator. The inner diameter of the fixed block is 436mm, and its initial length is 120mm; the inner diameter of the moving block is 310 mm, and its initial length is 80mm; there are variable throttle gap widths in the throttle passage. During a shock process, when an external shock force is applied to the left of the shock wave simulator, the moving block moves towards the right; the oil in the right fixed block chamber is compressed and flows through the throttle gap into the left chamber (as the red arrow shown in Figure 4 ).
In this process, the corresponding damping force is raised to balance the external shock force.
Mathematical Models
The sketch of the whole model is shown in Figure 5 . In the figure, the model consists of three subsystems, the left one is the recoil subsystem, the right one is the damping subsystem including a damper, and the middle one is the impact subsystem.
In the high-power shock simulation test, the whole simulation process could be divided into two stages. The shock process is the first stage, in this process, the rubber pad that is located on the pounding head of a variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator collides with the canon muzzle and supplies the velocity to the cannon barrel and accelerates the canon barrel including recoil buffer device and the cannon suffers the shock force from the shock subsystem and the resistance from the recoil subsystem. In the second motion process, the moving block part will be braked by the damping part of the novel variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator.
In the simulation process, variable damping shock wave simulator with certain initial velocity impacts the static tested cannon barrel, the moving cylinder block and the tested cannon barrel accelerate with common velocity during the impact process, the fixed cylinder block decelerates, and the relative velocity between the moving cylinder block and the fixed cylinder block is generated.
And the fluid in the fixed cylinder block is compressed to generate the damping force during the fluid damping process, and this damping force simulates the shock force wave. The shock simulation wave is finished when the relative velocity is zero.
. . Model of the Recoil Subsystem and the Force Analysis.
The breech force driving the recoil parts to recoil is the active force when the cannon recoils, and the cannon is stopped to recoil because of the recoil resistance; the relative relationship between the recoil resistance and the active force causes the velocity changes and the acceleration changes [33] . This recoil subsystem force analysis is shown in Figure 2 . The differential equation of the cannon recoil motion is built using the Newton's second law of motion (when the canon firing angle is equal to 0 ∘ ).
where is the mass of the recoil parts, 1 is the recoil distance, V 1 is the recoil velocity, is the recuperator force, is the recoil brake force, and ( 0 + ) is the frictions generated on the cradle guide rail and seal application. The definition of the cannon recoil resistance is written as = + + 0 + , so the differential equation of the cannon recoil motion is simplified as
The recoil motion can be divided into the following periods. The recoil active force is much larger than the recoil resistance , the acceleration is positive in this period if setting that the direction of the breech force is positive, the velocity increases from zero sharply, one moment exists after that, and at the moment, the acceleration is zero, = , the recoil resistance is the maximum value at the moment in the whole recoil process, and the recoil velocity is maximum. The recoil motion is going on after that, the breech force decreases, the recoil active force is smaller than recoil resistance , the recoil velocity decreases, and the recoil motion stops when the velocity V 1 is zero.
The recuperator force can be expressed as below in a recoil process:
where 1 is the displacement of the cannon recoil part. The recuperator force is a function related to the canon recoil displacement. The recuperator force could be expressed as below in recoil process.
where is equivalent area of recoil brake vintage and 1 / is the canon recoil velocity.
where is throttling bar diameter. Although the corresponding throttling bar diameters under different recoil displacement are different, the throttling bar diameter keeps constant.
The recoil brake force is a function related to the canon recoil velocity. The constant friction could be expressed as follows:
where 1 is the friction coefficient between canon recoil and cradle and 0 is the friction generated by plug component of counter recoil mechanism, which is composed by two parts. where 01 is the friction generated by plug component in recuperator and 02 is the friction generated by plug component in the recoil brake. When the canon firing angle keeps constant, the constant friction can be seen as a constant value. = 10500 when the canon firing angle is equal to 0 ∘ . In conclusions, the force balance equation of the shocked canon is expressed as below when firing angle is 0 ∘ . 
. . Model of the Impact Subsystem and the Force Analysis.
The mass of the moving cylinder block is assumed as V , elastic element locates between the moving cylinder block and the tested object, and is assumed as the normal contact force at the position of the contact point. Based on the force analysis of the tested object in the impact subsystem, differential equation of motion is obtained as 
Based on the force analysis of the moving cylinder block V in the impact subsystem, differential equation of motion is obtained as 
where is the output damper force of the variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator.
. . Model of the Fluid Damping Subsystem and Flow Behavior
Analysis Using the Variable Damping Gap. The novel highpower hydraulic shock wave simulator adopts novel variable damping structural forms, and the relative motion between the moving cylinder block and the fixed cylinder block compresses the fluid in the cylinder to export the corresponding damping force.
Based on the force analysis of the fixed cylinder block in the fluid damper subsystem, the differential equation of the motion is obtained as
Because the damping gap width is much smaller than the inner diameter of the cylinder, the flow in damping gap can be simplified as Couette-Poiseuille flow in the parallel plates, consisting of one velocity component. The flow behavior of the Couette-Poiseuille flow of the Newtonian fluid and nonNewtonian fluid is derived in parallel plates using NavierStokes equation [34, 35] .
. . . Flow Behavior Analysis of Couette-Poiseuille Flow of the Newtonian Fluid in the Damping
Passage. Assume that the distance between two infinite parallel plates is ℎ, shown as Figure 6 , X-axis coincides with the center line of the two plates, Y-axis is perpendicular to the paper face, Z-axis is the height between the two plates, and the fluid flows along Xaxis under the influence of the pressure gradient.
According to the momentum conservation laws, the fluid flow satisfies the Navier-Stokes equation.
where is the fluid density, is the per unit velocity vector, is per unit mass force, is the pressure, is the kinetic viscosity, and ∇ 2 is the Laplace operator, that is
The left side of (15) is the acceleration of per unit fluid, which is fluid inertia force. The right side of the first item is the force on per unit fluid such as gravity related to the mass.
The second item represents the pressure gradient on per unit fluid; the third item and fourth item represent the viscosity force on per unit fluid; where the third item is the viscous expansion stress, the fourth item is the viscous deformation stress. Equation (15) is applied in Poiseuille flow in two parallel plates; firstly, assume that the fluid flow is stable laminar, in (15); secondly, the flow is viscosity fluid; viscous force is dominant; besides, the mass force and inertia force are both ignored; therefore, the second item of (15) left side is zero, is also zero; in addition, assume that the fluid is incompressible fluid, the third item is equal to zero, so the equation can be simplified as
Because of the only fluid motion along X-axis, (16) can be expressed as
Take a finite length whose pressure drop is Δ along X-axis.
Therefore, (17) can be expressed as
The wall meets the no-slip condition; the corresponding boundary conditions are written as = 0.5ℎ, = 0; = −0.5ℎ, and = 0. The velocity distribution of the Newtonian fluid is obtained by solving the equations; the Newtonian fluid viscosity is assumed as 0 which is constant.
The integration of (19) is written as
The integration of (20) along Z direction is written as
The boundary condition is plugged into (20), 1 = 0 and 2 = (Δ /2 0 )(ℎ/2) 2 are obtained, and the two coefficients are plugged into (21); the velocity distribution of Newtonian fluid is obtained as follows:
The velocity distribution of Newtonian fluid Poiseuiue flow in parallel plates is standard parabolic; the wall velocity is zero; the maximum velocity appears at the position = 0 in the center of the two plates.
Corresponding shear strain rate is written aṡ
Shear stress distribution is written as
Δ is expressed as the pressure gradient instead of Δ / ; (25) is written as
Through the analysis, we could draw a conclusion that the shear stress on Newtonian fluid is zero at the position = 0 in the center of the two parallel plates, and the maximum shear stress is |0.5ℎΔ |which appears on the wall; the shear strain rate also changes with the shear stress changes, and its maximum value is |0.5ℎΔ |/ 0 . The item / is placed by −Δ / ; (27) could be concluded as
. . . Flow Behavior Analysis of Couette-Poiseuille Flow of Non-Newtonian Fluid in the Damping
For the simplified calculation, power-law model is used to solve it, and constitutive equation of power-law fluid is written as
where is the flow index and corresponding boundary conditions are written as = 0, = 0 and = ±ℎ/2, = 0. The velocity distribution of the non-Newtonian fluid is solved; (28) is written as below by the once integration.
It is concluded that 1 = 0 according to the boundary conditions.
Equation (31) is plugged into (29) ; the velocity gradient represents the shear strain rate.
Equation (32) is written as follows by the once integration:
Using the boundary conditions,
Equation (34) is plugged into (33), the velocity distribution of Couette-Poiseuille flow of the power-law fluid in two parallel plates is expressed as
We could draw a conclusion that the velocity distribution of Couette-Poiseuille flow of power-law fluid in two parallel plates has deviated from standard parabolic-shape. The velocity is zero at the position = ±ℎ/2 on the wall, and the maximum velocity appears at the position = 0 of the center of the two plates.
The corresponding shear strain rate is written aṡ
The shear stress distribution is written as
where Δ is used to represent pressure gradient instead of Δ / , it is concluded that shear stress distribution of non-Newtonian fluid is same as that of Newtonian fluid in Couette-Poiseuille flow in parallel plates. For non-Newtonian fluid, the strain stress is zero at the position = 0 in the center of two plates, and the maximum shear stress is |0.5ℎΔ | that appeared at the position = ±ℎ/2 on the wall. The changes of shear strain rate are consistent with shear stress and the maximum shear strain rate is (|Δ0.5ℎ |/ ) 1/ .
. . . Derivation of the Fluid Output Damping Force.
For the fluid damping passage, Reynolds number is much smaller than critical Reynolds number; therefore, the flow could be simplified as the laminar flow, because the flow velocity shows the symmetric distribution, whose symmetry plane locates in the center plane of the damping clearance, the flow through the clearance could be calculated through dividing into two parts, and the two parts 1 and 2 can be presented as follows:
where is the piston radius. The total flow through damping gap is expressed as
Because of the continuity equation, the flow through damping gap is equal to the flow of the random section.
where is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder block, is the cross-sectional area of the piston rod, and is the motion velocity of the piston. Equation (41) is plugged into the equation (42).
Mathematical Problems in Engineering
Hence, output damping force could be expressed as
where is the cylinder radius and is the rod radius. The damping coefficient is defined as
Hence, the output damping force can be expressed as
Computational Parameters
Based on the software of Matlab/Simulink, firstly, the parameters including shock mass and V , the kinetic viscosity , the flow index , the initial velocity 0 , throttle gap width ℎ, and throttle core shaft length were imported, then the above motion functions were solved adopting variable step arithmetic according to the fourth-order Runge Kutta method, and the parameters were optimized and corrected. The optimized model could use debugged shock wave simulator for simulating various shock force waves. The specific method was described as follows that practical shock force curve was imported as a known condition; the throttling gap width was derived reversely.
The common velocity of the cannon barrel, the fixed cylinder block; and the moving cylinder block is assumed as ; the shock wave curve is finished when the relative velocity is zero.
The kinetic energy theorem for the moving cylinder block is written as
The kinetic energy theorem for the cannon barrel and the moving cylinder block is written as
The kinetic energy theorem for the cannon barrel, the fixed cylinder block; and the moving cylinder block is written as
The shock wave curve was seen as the known condition, the whole impulse was solved using the shock wave curve, then using these input parameters such as the whole impulse, the initial velocity, and the common velocity, the fixed cylinder block mass was solved, and finally, the variable damping gap was derived reversely.
Results and Discussions
From the building process of mechanical model, the factors affecting shock wave characteristics were mainly divided into two classes: the first class was the characteristic parameters including the shock mass which was the sum of and V , the kinetic viscosity , the flow index , and the initial velocity 0 , and the second class was the controlled parameters including throttle gap width ℎ and throttle core shaft length . The influences of the typical parameters on the shock force wave were analyzed.
. . Influence of Different rottle gap Widths.
With the help of the hydraulic cylinder pushing the impact head to achieve the impact on the muzzle by the designed initial impact speed 15ms −1 , the shock duration was finished when the relative velocity was equal to zero. For describing the influence of the throttle gap width ℎ of the fluid damping passage on the shock behavior, the shock force wave was simulated under different throttle gap widths ℎ of the fluid damping passage. The curves were shown as Figure 7 . Based on the mathematical model establishment of the fluid damping channel and the derivation of the output damping force, it was concluded that the throttle gap width ℎ of the fluid throttle passage directly affected the throttled flow In controlled parameters, and the throttle flow increased with the increase of the throttle gap width ℎ of the fluid damping passage according to (40). Obviously, Figure 7 revealed that the peak shock forces increased and the shocking duration decreased with the decrease of the throttle gap width ℎ, which meant the shock wave can be adjusted by changing the throttle gap width.
. . Influence of Different rottle Core Sha Lengths. In controlled parameters, the throttle core shaft length directly affected the damping coefficient and the damping coefficient increased with the increase of the throttle core shaft length. Shock forces under different throttle core shaft lengths were shown as Figure 8 .
For describing the influence of the throttle core shaft length on the shock behavior, the shock force wave was simulated under different throttle core shaft lengths. It was obvious that the peak shock forces increased and the shocking duration decreased with the increase of the throttle core shaft length, which meant the shock wave can be adjusted by changing the throttle core shaft length.
. . Influence of Different Fluid Flow Indexes. In characteristic parameters, the related physical parameters of the fluid medium including the flow index were important for the output damping force of the damper according to the derivation of the output damping force. So for describing the influence of the fluid flow index on the shock behavior, the shock forces were simulated under various fluid flow indexes. Shock forces under different fluid flow indexes were shown as Figure 9 .
It was obvious that the peak shock forces increased and the shocking duration decreased with the increase of the fluid flow index, which meant the shock wave was related to the characteristics of the fluid medium and the shock characteristics of the shock wave simulators with variable damping can be adjusted by changing the characteristics of the fluid mediums such as the fluid flow index.
. . Shock Wave under Different Velocities. The shock wave characteristics under different impact velocities were also investigated. The computational results under different velocities were shown in Figure 10 .
It was obvious that the simulator can satisfy the requirements of different impact velocities. In comparisons, it was obvious that the shape trends of the shock force waves are kept similar under different initial velocities 0 , and the peak value increased with the initial velocity increases, which accorded with the theory analysis as well as the mechanical performances of the shock wave simulator. Just as shown by the computational results, the shock wave had a little hysteresis, which perhaps was not permitted in some conditions. If this is true, the hysteresis can be attenuated by chamfering the entrance edge of the piston. The angle and the dimension of the chamfer were the important factors for the performance of shock wave. However, in many environments, whether the serious shock wave can be produced was the most important thing, so the hysteresis was not discussed in the paper.
. . Shock Wave under Various Shock Masses.
In characteristic parameters, for describing the influence of the shock masses on the shock behavior, the shock forces wave was simulated under various shock masses. Shock forces under different shock masses were shown as Figure 11 .
It was obvious that the peak shock forces increased and the shock duration increased with the increase of the shock masses, which meant that the shock wave can be adjusted by changing the characteristics of the input parameters such as the shock masses. Besides, the throttle gap width was obtained by the reverse method that practical shock force curve was imported as a known condition.
The impact initial velocity was 15ms −1 , the shock mass was 6900Kg, the kinetic viscosity was 0.55N⋅s/m 2 , the flow index was 0.9, and throttle core shaft length was 100mm. The shock force wave was simulated adopting the optimized shock parameters in Figure 12 . It was indicated that the above mathematical model had good precision by the optimization and the correction of numerical simulation tests under various working conditions, and the variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator adopting the optimized shock parameters can realize the shock wave reappearance of the shock force on the artillery muzzle in the live firing test.
Conclusions
The theoretical analysis and numerical simulation result analysis demonstrated that the variable damping hydraulic shock wave simulator could be used for simulating the shock forces in the cannon recoil motion; the simulation method was reasonable. The working principle of this simulator was explained, the mathematical model was established, and the flow behavior of Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid in damping channel was analyzed. Finally, the serious shock wave curves were simulated by adjusting the fluid damping parameters, the shock velocity, and the tested mass of novel hydraulic shock wave simulation. The results showed that the shock wave characteristics were directly related to the sectional area of the damping channel and the damping fluid medium characteristic, and the shock wave curve can be simulated by adjusting the variable damping parameters, which meant that the proposed mathematical model can be used for supplying theoretical references for the cannon recoil motion in artillery fire shock simulation test.
Data Availability
The simulation data used to support the findings of this study are included within the article and the simulation analysis results plots were obtained based on the software Matlab/Simulink.
